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“There is a driving force more powerful than steam, electricity and atomic energy: the will.” 

Albert Einstein 
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1. Nomenclature and units 

 

CHP - Combined Heat and Power 

CHPS - Combined Heat and Power able to produce steam 

SBoiler - Steam Boiler 

Ele - Electric chiller 

Abs - Absorption Chiller 

HEx - Heat exchanger 

Ue - Electrical user demand 

Uv - Steam user demand 

Uc - Cold water demand 

Cp - Purchasing price of electricity from the grid 

Cs - Selling price of electricity to the grid 

LHV - Low Heating Value 

Pts#- Thermal power supplied by CHPS number # (kW) 

PtHEx1 (out) - Thermal output of the heat exchanger (kW) 

Dt1 - Thermal dissipation (kW) 

Abs (t) in - Thermal input of the absorption chiller (kW) 

Ptvs#- Steam power supplied by CHPS number # (kW) 

Btvs1 - Steam power supplied by the steam boiler (kW) 

Dtv1 - Steam thermal dissipation (kW) 

PtHEx1 (in) - Steam thermal input of the heat exchanger (kW) 

Abs (s) in - Steam thermal input of the absorption chiller (kW) 

Pp1 - Electrical power purchased from the grid (kW) 

Ps1 - Electrical power sold from to the grid (kW) 

Pes# - Electric power supplied by CHPS number # (kW) 

Ele (in) - Electric input of electric chiller (kW) 

Ele (out) - Cooling output of electric chiller (kW) 

Abs (out) - Cooling output of absorption chiller (kW) 
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2. Abstract 

The aim of this thesis is to perform a simulation and optimization of the energetic 

components of an energy plant. The project will be focused in the study case for the 

company Cover on its plant located in Novara (Italy). The main goal is determine when each 

energy component of the plant has to be operating and at which level of its capacity in order 

to minimize the cost of the whole system and understand the interaction between the 

different elements of the system. 

The project can be divided in three parts: create the scenarios for running the simulations 

the modeling of the plant, simulation and optimization and interpretation of the results. The 

first part consists in collect all the necessary information in order to run the simulations. In 

this part all the components for modeling the plant will be created and all the interactions 

will be defined. Moreover, all the demand and price profiles will be created and structured 

in the right way so all the data could be analyzed by the optimization software. The second 

part consist in perform the optimization and collect all the output data for a later analysis. 

Finally, with the results obtained from the simulation, an analysis of all the data has to be 

done in order to understand all the interactions of the system and be able to provide the 

optimal solution that minimize the operating cost. 
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3. Optimization software XEMS13 

3.1. Introduction 

The software used to run the simulations in the study case is XEMS13. This program has 

been developed by the Energy department of the Politecnico di Torino. XEMS13 is used to 

optimize the cost in complex energy systems.  

For running a simulation the most important file is the netlist. The netlist contains all the 

information, since the type of optimization and the energy components until the demand 

and price profiles. The output of the program are two files containing the power in each time 

step and the total energy of each component of the system. XEMS13 also display in a 

graphical way the power profiles of each energy node. 

All the explanation of the structure of XEMS13 will be done with the files used in the study 

case of Cover.  

 

3.2. Library of components  

The library of components is an .xml file that contents all the energetic components that can 

be used in the simulation. Each component has a particular structure and particular 

attributes. This library is open so new components can be created or existing ones can be 

modified. A brief description of the structure of the components used in the study case will 

be done in the next points. 

 

Figure 3.1 Flowchart of the developed optimization procedure. [1] 
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3.2.1. CHPS  

The main attributes of Combined Heat and Power able to produce steam (CHPS): 

 name = Name of the component 

 MOT = (Minimum On Time) Minimum number of hours in which the CHPS must 

remain on. 

 MST = (Minimum Shutdown Time) Minimum number of hours in which the CHPS 

should be turned off. 

 ce = Cost of fuel (default) subject to fiscal incentive (22% of gas volume subject to 

Italian regulation) 

 ceNoDef = Cost of fuel (default) subject to taxation 

 maint = Cost of maintenance in euro/kWh 

 EtoVdef = Coefficient for the calculation of the volume of gas in tax-free 

 PowerLevel1 = Electrical power (kW) delivered by the CHPS at the operation point  

 PowerLevel2 = Hot water power (kW) delivered by the CHPS at the operation point 

 PowerLevel3 = Power (kW) of the incoming fuel absorbed by the co-generator at 

the operating point  

 PowerLevel4 = Steam power (kW) delivered by the CHPS at the operation point 

 PowerLevel5 = Emission factor of NOx (g/kWhe) at the operating point 

 PowerLevel6 = Emission factor of SOx (g/kWhe) at the operating point 

 PowerLevel7 = Emission factor of CO2 (g/kWhe) at the operating point 

 

The CHPS used in the study case is the CHPS_3630. This CHPS has been modeled with 

three different operating points (50, 75 and 100% of the rated power). 

  

<CHPS name="CHPS_3630" Hi="9.59" MOT="1" MST="1" ce="0.36" ceNoDef="0.5" maint="0" 

EtoVdef="0.22"> 

  <CHPS_PowerLevel> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel1>1815</CHPS_PowerLevel1> 

             <CHPS_PowerLevel2>744</CHPS_PowerLevel2> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel3>4505</CHPS_PowerLevel3> 

             <CHPS_PowerLevel4>983</CHPS_PowerLevel4> 

             <CHPS_PowerLevel5>0.1087</CHPS_PowerLevel5> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel6>0.1631</CHPS_PowerLevel6> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel7>63.3681</CHPS_PowerLevel7> 

        </CHPS_PowerLevel> 

        <CHPS_PowerLevel> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel1>2720</CHPS_PowerLevel1> 
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              <CHPS_PowerLevel2>1023</CHPS_PowerLevel2> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel3>6315</CHPS_PowerLevel3> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel4>1246.9</CHPS_PowerLevel4> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel5>0.1087</CHPS_PowerLevel5> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel6>0.2282</CHPS_PowerLevel6> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel7>88.6748</CHPS_PowerLevel7> 

         </CHPS_PowerLevel> 

         <CHPS_PowerLevel> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel1>3630</CHPS_PowerLevel1> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel2>1690</CHPS_PowerLevel2> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel3>8165</CHPS_PowerLevel3> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel4>1285</CHPS_PowerLevel4> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel5>0.1087</CHPS_PowerLevel5> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel6>0.2861</CHPS_PowerLevel6> 

              <CHPS_PowerLevel7>111.1472</CHPS_PowerLevel7> 

         </CHPS_PowerLevel> 

    </CHPS> 

   

3.2.2. SBoiler 

The main attributes of a Steam Boiler (SBoiler) are: 

 name = Name of the component 

 MOT = (Minimum On Time) Minimum number of hours in which the CHPS must 

remain on. 

 MST = (Minimum Shutdown Time) Minimum number of hours in which the CHPS 

should be turned off. 

 ct = cost of fuel (default) 

 PowerLevel1 = Steam power (kW) delivered by the CHPS at the operation point  

 PowerLevel2 = Power (kW) of the incoming fuel absorbed by the SBoiler at the 

operating point 

 PowerLevel3 = Emission factor of NOx (g/kWhe) at the operating point 

 PowerLevel4 = Emission factor of SOx (g/kWhe) at the operating point 

 PowerLevel5 = Emission factor of CO2 (g/kWhe) at the operating point 

The SBoiler used in the study case is Sboiler_10M_cover. This SBoiler has been modeled 

with two different operating points (0 and 100% of the rated power). 

 

    <SBoiler name="SBoiler_10M_cover" Hi="9.59" MOT="0" MST="0" ct="0.5"> 

        <SBoiler_PowerLevel> 

            <SBoiler_PowerLevel1>0.0 </SBoiler_PowerLevel1> 

            <SBoiler_PowerLevel2>0.0</SBoiler_PowerLevel2> 
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            <SBoiler_PowerLevel3>0.48</SBoiler_PowerLevel3> 

            <SBoiler_PowerLevel4>1.12</SBoiler_PowerLevel4> 

            <SBoiler_PowerLevel5>1008</SBoiler_PowerLevel5> 

        </SBoiler_PowerLevel> 

        <SBoiler_PowerLevel> 

            <SBoiler_PowerLevel1>8500</SBoiler_PowerLevel1> 

            <SBoiler_PowerLevel2>10000</SBoiler_PowerLevel2> 

            <SBoiler_PowerLevel3>0.48</SBoiler_PowerLevel3> 

            <SBoiler_PowerLevel4>1.12</SBoiler_PowerLevel4> 

            <SBoiler_PowerLevel5>1008</SBoiler_PowerLevel5> 

        </SBoiler_PowerLevel>   

    </SBoiler> 

 

3.2.3. Grid 

The main attribute of the electric Grid (Grid) are: 

 name = Name of the component 

 EF = Emission factor of CO2 (g/kWhe) of the Grid 

 R = Resistance (Ohm) of the transformer connection between the node and the 

Grid 

 X = Reactance (Ohm) of the transformer connection between the node and the Grid  

 Inom = Maximum current (A) in the secondary of the transformer 

 CurrentLevel1 = Coordinates of points approximating the quadratic loss 

characteristic (Joule loss) by a piecewise-linear function 

The Grid used in the study case is ReteNew. 

    <Grid name="ReteNew" EF="0.459" R="0.0000001" X="0.0000001" Inom="10000" Vmax="1.1"> 

        <Grid_CurrentLevel> 

            <Grid_CurrentLevel1>0</Grid_CurrentLevel1> 

            <Grid_CurrentLevel2>0</Grid_CurrentLevel2> 

        </Grid_CurrentLevel> 

        <Grid_CurrentLevel> 

            <Grid_CurrentLevel1>0.1404</Grid_CurrentLevel1> 

            <Grid_CurrentLevel2>0.0148</Grid_CurrentLevel2> 

        </Grid_CurrentLevel> 

        <Grid_CurrentLevel> 

            <Grid_CurrentLevel1>0.3123</Grid_CurrentLevel1> 

            <Grid_CurrentLevel2>0.0926</Grid_CurrentLevel2> 

        </Grid_CurrentLevel> 

        <Grid_CurrentLevel> 

            <Grid_CurrentLevel1>0.4842</Grid_CurrentLevel1> 

            <Grid_CurrentLevel2>0.2295</Grid_CurrentLevel2> 

        </Grid_CurrentLevel> 
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        </Grid_VoltageLevel> 

        <Grid_VoltageLevel> 

            <Grid_VoltageLevel1>0.8281</Grid_VoltageLevel1> 

            <Grid_VoltageLevel2>0.6808</Grid_VoltageLevel2> 

        </Grid_VoltageLevel> 

        <Grid_VoltageLevel> 

            <Grid_VoltageLevel1>1</Grid_VoltageLevel1> 

            <Grid_VoltageLevel2>0.9951</Grid_VoltageLevel2> 

        </Grid_VoltageLevel> 

    </Grid> 

 

3.2.4. HEx 

The main attributes of the Heat Exchanger are: 

 name = Name of the component 

 RatePower = Nominal hot water power produced by the component 

 eta = Efficiency of the component 

The HEx used in the study case is HEx_5M.  

<HEx name="HEx_5M" RatePower="5000" eta="1"/> 

3.2.5. Ele 

The main attributes of the Electric Chiller (Ele) are: 

 name = Name of the component 

 RatePower = Nominal cooling power (kW) of the Ele 

 COP = Coefficient Of Performance of the Ele 

The Electric Chiller used in the study case is EC_3.488kW. 

<Ele name="EC_3.488kW" RatePower="3488" COP="10"/> 

3.2.6. Abs 

The Absorption Chiller (Abs) attributes are: 

 name = Name of the component 

 RatePower = Nominal cooling power (kW) of the Abs 

 COP = Coefficient Of Performance of the Abs 

<Abs name="Abs_5000" RatePower="5000" COP="0.716"/> 
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3.3. Demand and price profiles 

The electrical, thermal, steam and cooling demand profiles and the purchasing and selling 

profiles have all the same structure. They are a .csv file formed with a number of rows equal 

to the number of intervals in which is divided the optimization. Each row has six values 

separated by coma representing the following field: 

1. Year of the profile 

2. Month of the profile 

3. Number of the progressive day of the week ( 1= Monday, …, 7= Sunday) 

4. Number of the progressive day of the year ( 1,…,365) 

5. Number of the interval  

6. Numeric value of the price (€/MWhe) or the power demand (kWh) 

Below van be seen the first 11 hours of the selling profile of a working day. 

 

2015,1,1,1,1,50.85 

2015,1,1,1,2,50.85 

2015,1,1,1,3,50.85 

2015,1,1,1,4,50.85 

2015,1,1,1,5,50.85 

2015,1,1,1,6,50.85 

2015,1,1,1,7,63.64 

2015,1,1,1,8,68.32 

2015,1,1,1,9,68.32 

2015,1,1,1,10,68.32 

2015,1,1,1,11,68.32 

3.4. Netlist 

The netlist is a .txt file that contents the information to perform the optimization. The parts 

of that file are: the scheduling, the type of optimization, information of how the energetic 

components are arrange, the user demands, the prices and the type of solver. Each part 

has its own self parameters that has to be introduced in a specific way. 

The explanation of the structure of the netlist will be done with the netlist with the one-week 

simulation of scenario1. The main structure of the netlist will be the same for all the 

simulations, only some parameters and files will change. The netlist used for performing the 

simulation can be found in 10.Netlist and Scripts 

3.4.1. Scheduling 

Scheduling field has three parameters: number of intervals, length of the interval and 

correction factor. The first on is the number of intervals in which is divided the optimization 

procedure. In this netlist there are 168 intervals. The second parameter indicates the length 
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of this interval in hour basis. If it is set in 1 it means that each interval is for one hour long. 

The third parameter is a factor that transforms the energy price from €/MWh to €/kWh. 

 

@Scheduling 

168 1 1000  

 

3.4.2. Optimization 

Optimization field has two parameters. The first one indicates if the optimization is a Single 

Node (SN) or Multiple Node (MN) optimization. In SN the energy balances are done in 

power and in MN the energy balances are done in current. The second parameter indicates 

the type of optimization, ECO or ECOENVI. The ECO option indicates an Economic 

optimization where the main goal is minimize the cost. The ECOENVI option also tries to 

minimize the cost but also trying to minimize the emissions to the environment. 

 

@Optimization 

SN ECO 

 

3.4.3. Nominal System Voltage (kV) 

The only parameter that appears in this field is the references voltage used only in the MN 

procedures for being able to do the transformations between current and power.  

 

@Nominal System Voltage (kV) 

0.4  

 

3.4.4. Dispatchable Energy Input 

The dispatchable input fields are those controllable sources that are connected to the 

energetic node. Are discpatchable the components that can be connected or disconnected 

form the energetic node and whose power production can be controlled by the optimizer. 

The different types of dispatchable inputs are: electric, thermal and steam.  The name of 

the field is @Dispatchable Type_of_energy Input.  

The dispatchable input field has five parameters. The first one is the reference node and 

the second is the energetic node. The third is the type of component and the fourth is the 

name of the component. The last parameter is the preference order to turn on each 
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component. In this netlist the CHPS that has a 1 in the fifth parameter will be the first that 

turn on and then when this is at his maximum power it will turn on the one that has a 2 in 

the preference parameter. If there is only one component the preference parameter can be 

set on 0. 

Cooling Input has the same structure that dispatchable inputs but the name of the field is 

@Cooling Input. 

 

@Dispatchable Electric Input 

0 1 CHPS CHPS_3630 1 

0 1 CHPS CHPS_3630 2 

0 1 CHPS CHPS_3630 3 

 

@Dispatchable Thermal Input 

0 1 HEx HEx_5M 0 

 

@Dispatchable Steam Input 

0 1 SBoiler SBoiler_10M_cover 0 

 

@Cooling Input  

0 1 Abs Abs_5000  

0 1 Ele EC_3.488kW  

 

3.4.5. Non-Dispatchable Energy Input 

The non-dispatchable input fields are those non-controllable sources that are connected to 

the energetic node. Most of the renewable sources are non-discpatchable because they 

cannot be controlled. Photovoltaic cells and solar thermal panels are examples of non-

dispatchalbe components. The name of the field is @Non-Dispatchable Type_of_energy 

Input. The different types of dispatchable inputs are: electric, thermal and steam. 

The fifth parameter defines if the production curve is set by a power profile (P) or in terms 

of an irradiation profile (G), the sixth parameter indicates the name of the file containing the 

input profile.  

 

3.4.6. Energy Output 

The energy outputs define the characteristics of users connected to the energetic node. 

The name of the field is @ Type_of_energy Output. There are four times of energy outputs: 

electric, steam, thermal and cooling.  

The energy output needs four parameters. The first one is the reference node and the 

second is the energetic node. The third is the type of users demand. There are four type of 
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demands: thermal (Ut), thermal in form of steam (Utv), electricity (Ue) and cooling (Uc).  

The last parameter indicates the file that contents the user demands. 

 

@Steam Output 

0 1 Utv Uv_scenario1 

@Electric Output 

0 1 Ue Ue_scenario1 

@Cooling Output 

0 1 Uc Uc_scenario1 

 

3.4.7. Energy price 

 Electricity Price 

 This field indicates the prices of purchasing and selling the electricity to an energetic 

 node. The @Electricity Price needs four parameters. The first one is the reference 

  node and the second is the energetic node. The third indicates if it is the 

selling price  profile (Cs) of the purchasing (Cp). The last parameter indicates the file that 

contents  the price profiles. 

 Natural Gas Price & LHV 

 

This field indicates the prices of purchasing natural gas to an energetic node and 

the low heating value (LHV) of the gas. The @ Natural Gas Price & LHV needs four 

parameters. The first one is the reference node and the second is the energetic 

node. The third indicates the deficalized price (Cd) of gas for production of electricity 

and heat in cogeneration, the non-defiscalized price (Cnd) or indicates the low 

heating value (Hi). The four parameter indicate the values for the terms in the third 

parameter. The prices units are €/m3 and the LHV in kWh/m3. 

 

@Electricity Price 

0 1 Cs Cs_Novara_week 

0 1 Cp Cp_Novara_week 

 

@Natural Gas Price & LHV 

0 1 Cd 0.35176 

0 1 Cnd 0.359958 

0 1 Hi 9.54 
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3.4.8. Solver 

Solver field indicates the type of solver and if the .mat file is saved or not and has two 

parameters. The actual version of XEMS13 offers three solvers. The first parameter has to 

be set in MATLAB for using the solver MILP, in Scip for using the solver of Zuse Institute 

Berlin or in Gurobi for using the solver of Gurobi Optimization. If the second parameter is 0 

the .mat file is not saved, if it is 1 it is saved. 

 

@Solver 

Scip 0 

 

3.5. Post processing 

XEMS13 provides as an output two files and graphics from the energetic nodes. The first 

file is an .obj file containing the operational cost related to the case and the energies 

associated to each energy component and load. The second one is an .out file that contains 

the power of each component at each time step. The graphics provides the power of the 

components in each node at every step of the simulation. 

 

This chapter is based in [2]. 
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4. Description of the study case 

4.1. Description of the plant   

This thesis is focused in the energy plat that the company Cover has in Novara (Italy). This 

plant is able to produce electricity, hot water, steam and cold water. Figure 1.1 represents 

a simplified diagram of the main components of the plant and its interactions. Novara plat 

has 3 Combined Heat and Power able to produce Steam (CHPS), 1 Steam Boiler (SBoiler), 

2 Absorption Chiller (ABS), modeling as one ABS with twice the power, 1 Electric Chiller 

(Ele) and one Heat Exchanger (HEx). The plant is able to purchase or sell electricity from 

the grid and it has to cover a final demand of electricity, steam and cold water. 

Electric power is produced by the CHPS and  depending on the requirements of the system 

and the price of electricity, the electricity can be purchased or sold to the grid, can be 

introduced to the Electric Chiller in order to produce cold water or can cover directly the 

user’s electric demand. The electric node power balance is  

𝑃𝑒𝑠1 + 𝑃𝑒𝑠2 + 𝑃𝑒𝑠3 + 𝑃𝑝1 = 𝑃𝑠1 + 𝐸𝑙𝑒 (𝑖𝑛) + 𝑈𝑒                         (2.1) 

Figure 4.1: Esquematic of the plant 
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Thermal power or hot water power is produced by the CHPS and by the Heat Exchanger. 

The hot water is used to supply the Absorption Chiller in order to produce cold water. In this 

study case the user’s hot water demand has been neglected because it is very small 

compared with the other magnitudes of the system. The thermal node power balance is 

𝑃𝑡𝑠1 + 𝑃𝑡𝑠2 + 𝑃𝑡𝑠3 + 𝑃𝑡𝐻𝐸𝑥1 (𝑖𝑛) = 𝐴𝑏𝑠 (𝑡)𝑖𝑛 + 𝐷𝑡1                       (2.2) 

The third one is steam power, produced also by the CHPS and by the Steam Boiler. 

Depending on the requirements of the system, the steam produced can be introduced to 

the ABS for producing cold water, can go into the Heat Exchanger in order to produce hot 

water or can cover directly the user’s steam demand. The steam node power balance is 

𝑃𝑡𝑣𝑠1 + 𝑃𝑡𝑣𝑠2 + 𝑃𝑡𝑣𝑠3 + 𝐵𝑡𝑣𝑠1 = 𝐴𝑏𝑠 (𝑠)𝑖𝑛 + 𝐷𝑡𝑣1 + 𝑈𝑣                    (2.3) 

The cooling or cold water power is produced by the Electric Chiller and the Absorption 

Chiller and covers directly the cooling user’s demand. The cooling node balance is  

𝐸𝑙𝑒 (𝑜𝑢𝑡) + 𝐴𝑏𝑠 (𝑜𝑢𝑡) = 𝑈𝑐                                               (2.4) 

For calculating the cost of the system has to be taken into consideration the price of the 

total volume of natural gas, the price of the energy purchased or sold to the grid and the 

maintenance cost of the system. The total cost is 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 =  𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑎𝑠 + 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 − 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 + 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡      (2.5) 

4.2. Description of the components 

The three CHPS produces energy by burning natural gas. They produce electricity, hot 

water and steam. It can operate in a range of 50% to 100% of its electric nominal power.  

The nominal electric power is 3630, when the CHPS is working at the nominal power is able 

to produce 1690 kW of thermal power and 1285 kW of steam power. Operating at the 50%, 

the electrical, thermal and steam power are 1815, 983 and 744 kW respectively.  

The Steam Boiler produces steam by burning natural gas. It has a nominal power 10MW 

and can operate at any working point from 0% to 100% of its nominal power.  

The heat exchanger transforms steam power into hot water power. The HEx has nominal 

power of 5000 kW and an efficiency set in 1 for the first simulations. 

The electric chiller has as an input electric power and cooling power as an output. It has a 

rated power of 3488 kW and a Coefficient Of Performance (COP) equal to 10. 
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The two absorption chillers produce cold water power using hot water or steam power. In 

the plant there are two absorption chillers with a rated power of 2500 kW. To perform the 

optimization the two absorption chiller have been modeled has a unique ABS with a nominal 

power of 5000 kW and a COP of 0,716. 
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5. Week simulation 

A preliminary optimization with a duration of one week was done with four different 

scenarios provided by the company. As it was described in point 4.1 the main goal of the 

plant is provide electric, steam and cooling power to the user. Four different scenarios are 

created with different values of these three powers.  

For running a simulation some basic files are needed: the demand profiles from the user, 

the purchasing and selling price and the netlist. The demand profiles contain the power 

demanded by the user each hour. The price profiles contains the price of selling and buying 

electricity to the grid hour by hour. The netlist is the main file to run the simulation, it contents 

all the preferences and the components in order to run the optimization. 

5.1. Price and demand profiles 

 Price profiles 

In the four scenarios the price profiles are the same. In this simulation the purchasing price 

is considered to be constant and equal to 90 €/MWh. The selling price depends on the day 

of the week and the hour of the day. In Italy the selling price of electricity to the grid is divided 

in three tariffs: F1, F2 and F3. The tariff F1 is equal to 68,32 €/MWh, tariff F2 is equal to 

63,64 €/MWh and tariff F3 is equal to 50,85 €/MWh. The F1 tariff is applied from Monday 

to Friday (working days) from 8 to 19. The F2 tariff is applied on working days from 7 to 8 

and 19 to 23 and on Saturday from 7 to 23. Finally, tariff F3 is applied on working days and 

on Saturday from 23 to 24 and 1 to 7 and on Sunday all day long. In figure 5.1 we can the 

price profiles during the one week simulation (168 hours). 
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Figure 5.1. Energy price according the hour of the week 
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For creating the selling profile a script using python language has been developed. The 

script name is price_profile.py takes as an input the date of the simulation, the three different 

tariffs, the length of the simulation and the name that generated file will have. The output of 

the script is a file containing the price profile in the right format for running the simulation. 

With this script, modifications in the length of the simulation and the value of the three tariffs 

can be rapidly done. 

For creating the purchasing profile a script using python language has also been developed. 

The script name is constant_profile.py takes as an input the date of the simulation, the 

constant value, the length of the simulation and the name that the generated file will have. 

The output of the script is a file containing the price profile in the right format for running the 

simulation. 

This script will be also use to create the demand profiles since in that first simulation all 

demand profiles are constant. 

All the scripts can be found in 10.Netlist and Scripts. The filenames of the price profiles for 

the first simulation are Cs_Novara_week.csv and Cp_Novara_week.csv.  

 

 Demand profiles 

The four scenarios assume a constant power demand. In table 5.2 can be seen the different 

power demands for each scenario. The maximum electric power is demanded in scenario 

3 and 4 and it is 7,5 MW. The steam power peak appears in scenario 2 and it is 7,2 MW. 

The cold water power peak appears in scenario 4 and it is 6 MW. For each scenario three 

files has to be created: electric power demand (Ue), steam power demand (Uv) and cold 

water demand (Uc). 

 

Scenario 
Electric demand 

(MW) 
Steam demand 

(MW) 
Cooling demand 

(MW) 

1 6 5,7 3 

2 5,5 7,2 2 

3 7,5 2,9 3 

4 7,5 2,2 6 

 Figure 5.2. Power demands for each scenario 
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5.2. Results of the simulation 

5.2.1. Scenario 1 

 Heating Node 

 

The thermal power supplied by the CHPS1 is constant during the whole week and equal to 

1690 kW. The CHPS2 provide thermal power at three different levels. The first level is 1690 

kW, the second 1023 kW and the third 949,33 kW. Thermal power at level one, two and 

three are provided while the electricity tariff is F1, F2 and F3 respectively. The CHPS3 is 

turn on when electricity tariff is F1 and supply 1023 kW and the rest of the time is turn off. 

When the electricity tariff is F1 and the three CHPS are turn on the thermal dissipation is 

213,06 kW. 

 

 

The total thermal energy generated by the three CHPS is 543,44 MWh. From this total 

energy, the 52,24% is produced by the CHPS1, the 37,40% by the CHPS2 and the 

remaining 10,36% by the CHPS3. Taking into consideration the dissipation, the useful 

thermal power delivered by the three CHPS is 531,72 MWh. 

Figure 5.4. Total thermal energy provided by each component in Scenario 1 

 

 Pts1 Pts2 Pts3 Dt1 

Thermal energy (MWh) 283,92 203,25 56,27 11,72 
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Figure 5.3. Heating node profile of scenario 1 
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 Steam Node 

 

The steam power supplied by the CHPS1 is constant during the whole week and equal to 

1285 kW. The CHPS2 provide steam power at three different levels. The first level is 1285 

kW, the second 1246,9 kW and the third 1177,21 kW. The CHPS3 is turn on when electricity 

tariff is F1 and supply 1246,9 kW and the rest of the time is turn off. The steam boiler also 

works at three different levels. The first level is 1917,18 kW, the second 3202,18 kW and 

the third 3217,87 kW. Steam power from CHPS and the SBoiler at level one, two and three 

are provided while the electricity tariff is F1, F2 and F3 respectively. The sum of all the 

powers in each moment is equal to a constant demand of 5734,08 kW. 

 

 

The total steam thermal energy generated is 963,32 MWh. From this total amount, the 

49,03% is produced by the steam boiler, the 22,41% by the CHPS1, the 21,44% by CHPS2 

and the remaining 7,12% by the CHPS3. In the steam node the dissipation is equal to 0. 

 

 

 Ptvs1 Ptvs2 Pvts3 Bts Dt1 

Steam thermal energy (MWh) 215,88 206,56 68,58 472,31 0,00 

Figure 5.6. Total steam thermal energy provided by each component in Scenario 1 
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Figure 5.5. Steam node profile of Scenario 1 
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 Electric Node 

 

The electric power supplied by the CHPS1 is constant during the whole week and equal to 

3630 kW. The CHPS2 provide electric power at three different levels. The first level is 3630 

kW, the second 2720 kW and the third 2418,02 kW. Electric power at level one, two and 

three are provided while the electricity tariff is F1, F2 and F3 respectively. The CHPS3 is 

turn on when electricity tariff is F1 and supply 2720 kW and the rest of the time is turn off. 

When the electricity tariff is F1 and F2 the CHPS produce and excess of electricity that it is 

sold to the grid. An amount of 3980 kW with tariff F1 and 244,25 kW with tariff F2. The sum 

of all the powers in each moment is equal to a constant demand of 6000 kW.  

 

 

 

The total electric energy generated is 1249,24 MWh. From this total amount, the 48,82% is 

produced by the CHPS1, the 39,21% by CHPS2 and the remaining 12,02% by the CHPS3. 

From the total amount of the electricity produced, the 18,33 % is sold to the grid and the 

rest goes directly to the final user or to the electric chiller. 

 

 

 Pes1 Pes2 Pes3 Pgrid 

Electric energy (MWh) 609,84 489,80 149,60 -228,94 

Figure 5.8. Total electric energy provided by each component in Scenario 1 
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Figure 5.7. Electric node profile of Scenario 1 
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 Cooling Node 

 

The electric chiller and the absorption chiller work to cover a constant cooling demand of 

3000 kW. Both provide cooling power at three different levels. For the electric chiller the 

three levels are 1110,24 kW, 1057,49 kW and 0 kW. For the absorption unit are 3000 kW, 

1942,51 kW and 1889,76 kW. Cooling power at level one, two and three are provided while 

the electricity tariff is F1, F2 and F3 respectively. It can be observed that when the electricity 

price is higher worth more to sell electricity to the grid instead of supply this electricity to the 

electric chiller.  

 

 

 

The total cooling energy generated is 504,01 MWh. From this total amount, the 75,54% is 

produced by the absorption unit and the other 24,46% by the electric chiller. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ele Abs 

Cooling energy (MWh) 123,30 380,71 

Figure 5.10. Total cooling energy provided by each component in Scenario 1 
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Figure 5.9. Cooling node profile of Scenario 1 
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5.2.2. Scenario 2 

 Heating node 

In scenario 2 the three CHPS work similar that in Scenario 1. The CHPS1 provides a 

constant power, the CHPS2 supplies power at three different working points and the 

CHPS3 is only turn on when the electricity tariff is F1. The main difference with Scenario 

1 is that the thermal dissipation is higher. This fact is due to the differences in the cooling 

demand. All the thermal power is used to supply the absorption chiller in order to 

produce cooling power, so if the cooling demand decreases, the thermal dissipation 

increases. In this scenario the thermal power supplied by the CHPS1 is 1690 kW. The 

CHPS2 thermal powers are 1690 kW at the first level, 1023 kW at the second level and 

768,35 kW at the third one. Thermal power at level one, two and three are provided 

while the electricity tariff is F1, F2 and F3 respectively. The CHPS3 supply 1023 kW 

when is turn on. When the electricity tariff is F1 and the three CHPS are turn on the 

thermal dissipation is 1609,7 kW. 

 

 

The total thermal energy generated by the three CHPS is 530,4 MWh. From this total 

energy, the 53,53% is produced by the CHPS1, the 35,86% by the CHPS2 and the 

remaining 10,61% by the CHPS3. Taking into consideration the dissipation, the useful 

thermal power delivered by the three CHPS is 441,87 MWh. 
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Figure 5.11. Heating node profile of Scenario 2 
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 Steam Node 

 

Referring to the steam node, the main difference with the first scenario is that in that case 

the steam demand is higher so the steam boiler works at higher operating points. The CHPS 

operate like explain in the previous point (Heating Node). The steam power supplied by the 

CHPS1 is 1285 kW. . The CHPS2 steam powers are 1285 kW at the first level, 1246,9 kW 

at the second level and 1006,03 kW at the third one. The CHPS3 is turn on when electricity 

tariff is F1 and supply 1246,9 kW and the rest of the time is turn off. The steam boiler also 

works at three different levels. The first level is 3350,7 kW, the second 4635,7 kW and the 

third 4876,57 kW. Steam power from CHPS and the SBoiler at level one, two and three are 

provided while the electricity tariff is F1, F2 and F3 respectively. The sum of all the powers 

in each moment is equal to a constant demand of 7167,6 kW. 

 

The total steam thermal energy generated is 1204,16 MWh. From this total amount, the 

60,25% is produced by the steam boiler, the 17,93% by the CHPS1, the 16,13% by CHPS2 

and the remaining 5,69% by the CHPS3. In the steam node the dissipation is equal to 0. 

 

 Pts1 Pts2 Pts3 Dt1 

Thermal energy (MWh) 283,92 190,21 56,27 88,53 

Figure 5.12. Total thermal energy provided by each component in Scenario 2 
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Figure 5.13. Steam node profile of scenario 2 
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 Electric Node 

In the electric node the demand is lower than in Scenario1 so more electricity is sold to 

the grid. The electric power supplied by the CHPS1 is constant during the whole week 

and equal to 3630 kW. The CHPS2 provide electric power at three different levels. The 

first level is 3630 kW, the second 2720 kW and the third 1898,98 kW. Electric power at 

level one, two and three are provided while the electricity tariff is F1, F2 and F3 

respectively. The CHPS3 is turn on when electricity tariff is F1 and supply 2720 kW and 

the rest of the time is turn off. When the electricity tariff is F1 and F2 the CHPS produce 

and excess of electricity that it is sold to the grid. An amount of 4480 kW with tariff F1 

and 844,25 kW with tariff F2. The sum of all the powers in each moment is equal to a 

constant demand of 5500 kW.  

 

The total electric energy generated is 1206,98 MWh. From this total amount, the 50,53% is 

produced by the CHPS1, the 37,08% by CHPS2 and the remaining 12,39% by the CHPS3. 

From the total amount of the electricity produced, the 23,28 % is sold to the grid and the 

rest goes directly to the final user or to the electric chiller. 

 Ptvs1 Ptvs2 Pvts3 Bts Dt1 

Steam thermal energy (MWh) 215,88 194,23 68,58 725,47 0,00 

Figure 5.14. Total steam thermal energy provided by each component in Scenario 2 
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Figure 5.15. Electric node profile of Scenario 2 
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 Cooling node 

In Scenario 2, where the cooling demand is lower than in the first case, worth more to 

cover most part of the demand using the absorption chiller than the electric chiller.. Both 

provide cooling power at three different levels. For the electric chiller the three levels 

are 574,92 kW, 239,82 kW and 0 kW. For the absorption unit are 2000 kW, 1942,51 

kW and 1760,18 kW. Cooling power at level one, two and three are provided while the 

electricity tariff is F1, F2 and F3 respectively. The electric chiller and the absorption 

chiller work to cover a constant cooling demand of 2000 kW 

 

The total cooling energy generated is 336 MWh. From this total amount, the 94,16% is 

produced by the absorption unit and the other 5,84% by the electric chiller. 

 

 

  

 Pes1 Pes2 Pes3 Pgrid 

Electric energy (MWh) 609,84 447,54 149,60 -281,01 

Figure 5.16. Total electric energy provided by each component in Scenario 2 

 Ele Abs 

Cooling energy (MWh) 19,62 316,38 

Figure 5.18. Total cooling energy provided by each component in Scenario 2 
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Figure 5.17. Cooling node profile of Scenario 1 
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5.2.3. Scenario 3 

In Scenario 3 all the energetic profiles aren’t dependent on the electric tariff so they are flat 

and have a constant value. They are independent for the electric tariff because no electricity 

is sold to the grid. In this case only CHPS1 and CHPS2 are turned on and are working at 

100% of its nominal power. It worth more to buy electricity from the grid than to turn on the 

third CHPS. 

On the heating node the CHPS supply a constant value of 1690 kW. The third CHPS3 and 

the heat exchanger are turned off and there is no thermal dissipation. Referring the steam 

node, the CHPS supply 1285 kW. The SBoiler supplies 297,04 kW, this amount is very low 

compared with the two first scenarios, this is because in scenario 3 the steam demand is 

quite low. The CHPS and the SBoiler have to cover a steam demand of 2867,04 kW. On 

the electric node, for covering a final demand of 7500 kW the CHPS supply 3600 kW and 

297,99 kW are purchased from the grid. Referring the cooling node, the most past of the 

demand is covered by the absorption chiller, 2420,08 kW. The rest is covered by the electric 

chiller, 579,92 kW. 

The total thermal energy generated by the two CHPS is 567,84 MWh. From this total 

energy, on half is produced by CHPS1 and the other half by CHPS2. 

Figure 5.20. Total thermal energy provided by each component in Scenario 3 

 Pts1 Pts2 Pts3 Dt1 

Thermal energy (MWh) 283,92 283,92 0,00 0,00 
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Figure 5.19. Energetic nodes profiles of Scenario 3 
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The total steam thermal energy generated is 481,66 MWh. From this total amount, the 

44,82% by the CHPS1, the 44,82% by CHPS2 and the remaining 10,36% by the steam 

boiler. In the steam node the dissipation is equal to 0. 

 

The total electric energy generated is 1219,68 MWh. From this total energy, on half is 

produced by CHPS1 and the other half for CHPS2. In order to cover the needs of the 

system, 50,06 MWh have to be purchased from the grid.  

 

The total cooling energy generated is 504 MWh. From this total amount, the 80,67% is 

produced by the absorption unit and the other 19,33% by the electric chiller.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.4. Scenario 4 

In Scenario 4, as in the previous scenario, all the energetic profiles aren’t dependent on the 

electric tariff so they are flat and have a constant value. They are independent for the electric 

tariff because no electricity is sold to the grid. In this case only CHPS1 and CHPS2 are 

turned on and are working at 100% of its nominal power.  

On the heating node the CHPS supply a constant value of 1690 kW. This is the only case 

where the heat exchanger is operating and supply 419,72 kW. Referring the steam node, 

the CHPS supply 1285 kW. The SBoiler is turned off because the steam demand is the 

lowest of the four scenarios. The CHPS have to cover a steam demand of 2150,28 kW. On 

the electric node, for covering a final demand of 7500 kW and the electric chiller the CHPS 

supply 3600 kW and 567,94 kW are purchased from the grid. Referring the cooling node, 

 Ptvs1 Ptvs2 Pvts3 Bts Dt1 

Steam thermal energy (MWh) 215,88 215,88 0,00 49,90 0,00 

Figure 5.21. Total steam thermal energy provided by each component in Scenario 3 

 Pes1 Pes2 Pes3 Pgrid 

Electric energy (MWh) 609,84 609,84 0 50,06 

Figure 5.22. Total electric energy provided by each component in Scenario 3 

 Ele Abs 

Cooling energy (MWh) 97,43 406,57 

Figure 5.23. Total cooling energy provided by each component in Scenario 3 
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the total demand of 6000 kW is covered by the electric chiller and the absorption unit. The 

electric chiller supplies 3279,4 kW and the absorption chiller 2720,6 kW. 

 

 

 

The total thermal energy introduced to the thermal node is 638,35 MWh. From this total 

energy, 44,48% is produced by CHPS1, 44,48 by CHPS2 and the remaining 11,04% comes 

from the heat exchanger 

The total steam thermal energy generated is 431,76 MWh. From this total energy, on half 

is produced by CHPS1 and the other half by CHPS2. In the steam node the dissipation is 

equal to 0. 

 

 Pts1 Pts2 Pts3 Dt1 PtHEx 

Thermal energy (MWh) 283,92 283,92 0,00 0,00 70,51 

Figure 5.25. Total thermal energy provided by each component in Scenario 4 

 Ptvs1 Ptvs2 Pvts3 Bts Dt1 

Steam thermal energy (MWh) 215,88 215,88 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Figure 5.26. Total steam thermal energy provided by each component in Scenario 4 
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Figure 5.24. Energetic nodes profiles of Scenario 4 
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The total electric energy generated is 1219,68 MWh. From this total energy, on half is 

produced by CHPS1 and the other half for CHPS2. In order to cover the needs of the 

system, 95,41 MWh have to be purchased from the grid.  

 

The total cooling energy generated is 1008 MWh. From this total amount, the 54,65% is 

produced by the electric chiller and the other 45,34% by the absorption unit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.5. Economic results 

The operating cost of the 4 different scenarios and the power supplied by each scenario 

appears on figure 5.29. The scenario that has the highest operating cost is Scenario2. This 

scenario has a cost of 115233 €. The one that has the lowest operating cost is Scenario3, 

with a cost of 108035 €. As all have a similar total output power, the main differences in the 

cost are because of the type pf power supplied. It can be observed that the cost trends to 

increase when the steam demand increase. 

 

Scenario 
Electric 
demand 

(MW) 

Steam 
demand 

(MW) 

Cooling 
demand 

(MW) 

Total output 
power (MW) 

Cost (€) 

1 6 5,7 3 14,7 110553 

2 5,5 7,2 2 14,7 115233 

3 7,5 2,9 3 13,4 108035 

4 7,5 2,2 6 15,7 109901 

Figure 5.29. Operating cost and power supplied of each scenario  

 

 

 

 Pes1 Pes2 Pes3 Pgrid 

Electric energy (MWh) 609,84 609,84 0 95,41 

Figure 5.27. Total electric energy provided by each component in Scenario 4 

 Ele Abs 

Cooling energy (MWh) 550,94 457,06 

Figure 5.28. Total cooling energy provided by each component in Scenario 4 
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6. Day simulation (1) 

6.1. Price and demand profiles 

After doing the week simulation it has been considered appropriate to do some day 

simulations including only one energy tariff in each one in order to understand better the 

interactions of the system and the effect of the different selling prices. 

The demand profiles are the same that in the week simulation. It can be differenced in 4 

scenarios with constant electric, steam and cooling demand. In table 6.1 can be observed 

the different demands for each scenario. The peak demand in electric power appears in 

scenario 3 and 4 and it has a value of 7,5 MW. The steam peak is located in scenario 2 and 

it is 7,2 MW. The cooling demand peak is in scenario 4 and it is 6 MW. The prices of 

electricity and the peak demands are very important in order to analyze the results obtain 

for the optimization. 

 

Scenario 
Electric demand 

(MW) 
Steam demand 

(MW) 
Cooling demand 

(MW) 

1 6 5,7 3 

2 5,5 7,2 2 

3 7,5 2,9 3 

4 7,5 2,2 6 

 
Figure 6.1: Power demands for each scenario 

 

The purchasing price is considered to be constant and equal to 90 €/MWh. The selling price 

of electricity to the grid is divided in three tariffs: F1, F2 and F3. The tariff F1 is equal to 

68,32 €/MWh, tariff F2 is equal to 63,64 €/MWh and tariff F3 is equal to 50,85 €/MWh. In 

this section 12 simulations will be performed. Each scenario will have three different 

simulations, the first one with an electricity selling price in tariff F1, the second one with tariff 

F2 and the last one with F3. 

 

 



 

 

 Pts1     Pts2 Pts3
PtHEx1 

(out)
Dt1

Abs (t) 

in
Ptvs1 Ptvs2 Ptvs3 Btvs1 Dtv1

PtHEx1 

(in)

Abs(s) 

in
Utv Pp1 Ps1 Pes1 Pes2 Pes3

Ele    

(in)
Ue

Ele    

(out)

Abs   

(out)
Uc Cost (€)

Scenario1_F1 (kW) 1690 1690 1023 0 -213 4190 1285 1285 1247 1917 0 0 0 5734 0 3980 3630 3630 2720 0 6000 0 3000 3000 15591

Scenario1_F2 (kW) 1690 1023 0 0 0 2713 1285 1247 0 3202 0 0 0 5734 0 244 3630 2720 0 106 6000 1057 1943 3000 15876

Scenario1_F3 (kW) 1690 949 0 0 0 2639 1285 1177 0 3272 0 0 0 5734 0 0 3630 2481 0 111 6000 1110 1890 3000 15901

Scenario2_F1 (kW) 1690 1690 1023 0 -1610 2793 1285 1285 1247 3351 0 0 0 7168 0 4480 3630 3630 2720 0 5500 0 2000 2000 16298

Scenario2_F2 (kW) 1690 1023 0 0 0 2713 1285 1247 0 4636 0 0 0 7168 0 844 3630 2720 0 6 5500 58 1943 2000 16487

Scenario2_F3 (kW) 1690 768 0 0 0 2458 1285 1006 0 4877 0 0 0 7168 0 0 3630 1894 0 24 5500 240 1760 2000 16573

Scenario3_F1 (kW) 1690 1690 0 0 0 3380 1285 1285 0 297 0 0 0 2867 298 0 3630 3630 0 58 7500 580 2420 3000 15434

Scenario3_F2 (kW) 1690 1690 0 0 0 3380 1285 1285 0 297 0 0 0 2867 298 0 3630 3630 0 58 7500 580 2420 3000 15434

Scenario3_F3 (kW) 1690 1690 0 0 0 3380 1285 1285 0 297 0 0 0 2867 298 0 3630 3630 0 58 7500 580 2420 3000 15434

Scenario4_F1 (kW) 1690 1690 0 420 0 3800 1285 1285 0 0 0 420 0 2150 568 0 3630 3630 0 328 7500 3279 2721 6000 15700

Scenario4_F2 (kW) 1690 1690 0 420 0 3800 1285 1285 0 0 0 420 0 2150 568 0 3630 3630 0 328 7500 3279 2721 6000 15700

Scenario4_F3 (kW) 1690 1690 0 420 0 3800 1285 1285 0 0 0 420 0 2150 568 0 3630 3630 0 328 7500 3279 2721 6000 15700

Thermal Steam Thermal Electric Cooling

Figure 6.2. Results of the 12 simulations 

6.2. Day simulations results 

For analyze the 12 different simulations they have been grouped by the different electric tariff. There are three groups, with tariff F1, F2 and F3. 

The power flows obtained in Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 change depending on the tariff, but Scenario 3 and 4 are the same for the three band 

prices. For each scenario and band price has been obtain a table with the powers of each component in every energetic node and an esquematic 

with all the data display between the connections of the components has been created and can be found in 9.Esquematics and Sankey 

diagrmans. In each esquematic can be seen the power balances of each component and the interaction between the components.  
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6.2.1. Simulations with F1 electrical price 

In Scenario 1 and 2, that are the ones that have the lowest electric demand, the three CHPS are turned on. The CHPS1 and CHPS2 working 

at their maximum power and the CHPS3 at the 75% of its nominal electric power. It can be observed that in these both scenarios appears 

thermal dissipation. This is due to the fact that is more convenient to have the CHPS3 turned on to produce more electricity and sell it to the grid 

because the electric tariff is F1 and also because there is a high steam demand. For being able to cover this steam demand the steam boiler is 

turn on. Focusing in the cooling node, all the cold water is provided by the absorption chiller because as the system has an excess of thermal 

power is cheaper to use the absorption unit instead of the electric chiller.  

In Scenario 3 only two CHPS because although the electric demand is the highest, the steam demand is quite low. It is better to provide the 

extra steam and electricity need by using the steam boiler and purchasing the electricity from the grid respectively. In this case to provide the 

necessary cold water the electric and absorption chiller are used because there is no excess of thermal power as in the previous cases.  

Scenario 4 also has a high electric demand and low steam demand as Scenario 3 but it has a high cooling demand. In this case the steam boiler 

is turned off because the two CHPS produce enough steam to cover the final demand. Part of the steam goes to the heat exchanger and 

transforms into thermal power. This fact may be because now the efficiency of the HEx is set to 1. Further simulation with a different efficiency 

will be done. In this Scenario part of the electricity is purchased from the grid in order to cover the electric demand and to supply the electric 

chiller. The electric chiller provides more than the half of the cooling demand because is cheaper to buy some electricity from the grid and use 

it in the Ele than to turn on the third CHPS to produce the needed thermal power to supply the Abs. 

 

 Pts1     Pts2 Pts3
PtHEx1 
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Dt1

Abs (t) 
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Ptvs1 Ptvs2 Ptvs3 Btvs1 Dtv1

PtHEx1 
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in
Utv Pp1 Ps1 Pes1 Pes2 Pes3

Ele    

(in)
Ue

Ele    

(out)

Abs   

(out)
Uc Cost (€)

Scenario1_F1 (kW) 1690 1690 1023 0 -213 4190 1285 1285 1247 1917 0 0 0 5734 0 3980 3630 3630 2720 0 6000 0 3000 3000 15591

Scenario2_F1 (kW) 1690 1690 1023 0 -1610 2793 1285 1285 1247 3351 0 0 0 7168 0 4480 3630 3630 2720 0 5500 0 2000 2000 16298

Scenario3_F1 (kW) 1690 1690 0 0 0 3380 1285 1285 0 297 0 0 0 2867 298 0 3630 3630 0 58 7500 580 2420 3000 15434

Scenario4_F1 (kW) 1690 1690 0 420 0 3800 1285 1285 0 0 0 420 0 2150 568 0 3630 3630 0 328 7500 3279 2721 6000 15700

Thermal Steam Thermal Electric Cooling

Figure 6.3. Results of simulations with tariff F1 
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6.2.2. Simulations with F2 electrical price 

 

In Scenario 1 and 2 two CHPS are turned on. With tariff F2 only a small amount of electricity is sold to the grid and is not worth to turn on the 

CHPS3 because the selling price of electricity is lower than in band F1. The CHPS1 is working at its nominal power and CHPS2 at 75% of its 

nominal electric power. The steam boiler has to provide more steam because the CHPS is turn off and the demand continues being the same. 

Now on the thermal node there is no dissipation and all the thermal power produced supply the absorption chiller. In both cases to provide the 

necessary cold water the electric and absorption chiller are used because only with the absorption chiller is not enough 

Scenario 3 and 4 are exactly the same that in the first tariff because are not affected by the price of electricity. 
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Scenario1_F2 (kW) 1690 1023 0 0 0 2713 1285 1247 0 3202 0 0 0 5734 0 244 3630 2720 0 106 6000 1057 1943 3000 15876

Scenario2_F2 (kW) 1690 1023 0 0 0 2713 1285 1247 0 4636 0 0 0 7168 0 844 3630 2720 0 6 5500 58 1943 2000 16487

Scenario3_F2 (kW) 1690 1690 0 0 0 3380 1285 1285 0 297 0 0 0 2867 298 0 3630 3630 0 58 7500 580 2420 3000 15434

Scenario4_F2 (kW) 1690 1690 0 420 0 3800 1285 1285 0 0 0 420 0 2150 568 0 3630 3630 0 328 7500 3279 2721 6000 15700

Thermal Steam Thermal Electric Cooling

Figure 6.4. Results of simulations with tariff F2 
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6.2.3. Simulations with F3 electrical price 

 

In Scenario 1 and 2 two CHPS are turned on. With tariff F3 no electricity is sold or purchased from the grid and is not worth to turn on the CHPS3 

because the selling price of electricity is the lowest. The CHPS1 is working at its nominal power and CHPS2 at 68% of its nominal electric power. 

With this band price the steam boiler is operating slightly higher that with band F2. Now on the thermal node there is no dissipation and all the 

thermal power produced supply the absorption chiller. The use of the electric chiller also increase comparing to the others tariff because as the 

price of electricity is the lowest is better to supply the electric chiller despite of selling the electricity to the grid. In both cases to provide the 

necessary cold water the electric and absorption chiller must be turn on. 

Scenario 3 and 4 are exactly the same that in the first tariff because are not affected by the price of electricity 
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Scenario1_F3 (kW) 1690 949 0 0 0 2639 1285 1177 0 3272 0 0 0 5734 0 0 3630 2481 0 111 6000 1110 1890 3000 15901

Scenario2_F3 (kW) 1690 768 0 0 0 2458 1285 1006 0 4877 0 0 0 7168 0 0 3630 1894 0 24 5500 240 1760 2000 16573

Scenario3_F3 (kW) 1690 1690 0 0 0 3380 1285 1285 0 297 0 0 0 2867 298 0 3630 3630 0 58 7500 580 2420 3000 15434

Scenario4_F3 (kW) 1690 1690 0 420 0 3800 1285 1285 0 0 0 420 0 2150 568 0 3630 3630 0 328 7500 3279 2721 6000 15700

Thermal Steam Thermal Electric Cooling

Figure 6.5. Results of simulations with tariff F3 
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6.2.4. Economic results 

From the economical point of view it can be observed that as in the week simulation Scenario2 is 

the one that has the highest operating cost and Scenario3 the one that has the lowest. Moreover, 

the operating cost increase when changing from tariff F1 to F2 and from F2 to F3. This is because 

when the electricity price is higher is worth to sell electricity in order to minimize the operating 

cost. On figure 6.6 there is a graph representing the cost and a table with the value of the operating 

cost for each case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Scenario 1 2 3 4 

Operating 
cost 
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Figure 6.6. Operating cost of each scenario at each band price 
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7. Day simulation (2) 

The second day simulation introduce some changes compared with the previous one. In this 

simulation a more realistic selling price has been used and some modifications in the components 

have been done due to recommendations of the company. In this case, the day price profile [3] 

has a variation on the price hour by hour and can be observed the effect of the different phase of 

the day. Moreover, the COP of the electric chiller has been set to 6. This simulation has been 

done only with scenario 1. 

7.1. Price and demand profiles 

After doing the first day simulation it has been considered appropriate to do a final simulation with 

a more realistic selling price profile. The demand profiles is the same that in the previous 

simulations.  

Scenario 
Electric demand 

(MW) 
Steam demand 

(MW) 
Cooling demand 

(MW) 

1 6 5,7 3 

 
Figure 7.1: Power demands for scenario 1 

The purchasing price is considered to be constant and equal to 90 €/MWh. The selling price of 

electricity to the grid varies during the day. The price decreases during the night until 6 (50 €/MWh) 

where the tendency changes and start to increase until a peak at 9:00 (77,67 €/MWh). After it 

goes down again until the evening where it reaches it maximum price at 20:00 (87,87 €/MWh). 

Finally it decreases again. It can be observed that the price peaks are in the morning and in the 

evening where the electric demand is higher.  
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Figure 7.2. Energy Price according the hour of the day 
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7.2. Day simulation results 

 Heating Node 

The behavior of the CHPS in this simulation is more complex than in the previous one because 

in this case there are not only three price tariff, the electricity price is changing hour by hour. The 

working time of each CHPS is the same in all the nodes. The CHPS1 is turned on all the day and 

supply a heating power of 1690 kW. The CHPS2 provide its minimum power, 971,34 kW, from 

1:00 until 7:00. Then, supplies more power when the electric price is a little bit higher, from 7:00 

to 8:00, from 13:00 to 17:00 and from 23:00 until 1:00. At this level it provides 1023 kW. And the 

rest of the day, when the price is above 68,68 €/MWh, the second CHPS works at its nominal 

power supplying 1690 kW. The CHPS3 is turned on while the others are working at its maximum 

power. From 8:00 to 9:00, 10:00 to 13:00, 17:00 to 20:00 and 22:00 to 23:00 the CHPS is 

providing 1023 kW. On the demand’s peaks, the third CHPS is also working at its nominal power 

and providing 1690 kW. It can be observed that as the electric price rises, the CHPS are turning 

on and providing more power. The thermal dissipation appears at the same time that the CHPS3 

is operating and it is 213,06 kW and 880,06 kW respectively. 
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Figure 7.3. Heating node profile of Scenario 1 
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The total thermal energy generated by the three CHPS is 85,38 MWh. From this total energy, the 

47,51% is produced by the CHPS1, the 36,99% by the CHPS2 and the remaining 15,50% by the 

CHPS3. Taking into consideration the dissipation, the useful thermal power delivered by the three 

CHPS is 81,03 MWh. 

Figure 7.4. Total thermal energy provided by each component in Scenario 1 

 Steam Node 

Referring to the steam node the CHPS1 is turned on all the day and supply a steam thermal 

power of 1285 kW. The CHPS2 provides three different power at the same hours explained 

in the heating node. The powers supplied by CHPS2 are 1198,03 kW, 1246,9 kW and 1285 

kW. The CHPS3 supplied power at two different levels when is turned on, at 1246,9 kW and 

1285 kW. The Steam boiler generates the extra power that is needed to cover the user’s 

demand. The SBoiler works at four different levels depending the hour of the day. From 1:00 

to 7:00 it provides the largest power, 3251,05 kW. From 7:00 to 8:00, 13:00 to 17:00 and from 

23:00 until 1:00 it supplies 3202,18 kW. From 8:00 to 9:00, 10:00 to 13:00, 17:00 to 20:00 and 

22:00 to 23:00 the SBoiler is providing 1917,18 kW. And on the user’s demands peaks the 

steam boiler works at the lowest level supplying 1879,08 kW. It can be observed the relation 

between the power supplies by the CHPS and the power provided by the SBoiler, when the 

CHPS supply more power the power provided by the steam boiler decrease.  

 Pts1 Pts2 Pts3 Dt1 

Thermal energy (MWh) 40,56 31,58 13,25 4,35 
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Figure 7.5. Steam node profile of Scenario 1 
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The total steam thermal energy generated is 137,62 MWh. From this total amount, the 45,71% 

is produced by the steam boiler, the 22,41% by the CHPS1, the 21,84% by CHPS2 and the 

remaining 10,04% by the CHPS3. In the steam node the dissipation is equal to 0. 

 

 Electric Node 

Referring to the electric node the CHPS1 is turned on all the day and supply an electric power 

of 3630 kW. The powers supplied by CHPS2 at the three levels are 2552,41 kW, 2720 kW 

and 3600 kW. The CHPS3 supplied power at two different levels when is turned on, at 2720 

kW and 3600 kW. Electricity is sold to the grid at three different levels, 173,75 kW, 3980 kW 

and 4890 kW. As the price of electricity increase worth to produce more electric power and 

sell it to the grid. In the morning and afternoon peaks the maximum amount of electricity is 

sold. 

The total electric energy generated is 194,05 MWh. From this total amount, the 44,90% is 

produced by the CHPS1, the 38,28% by CHPS2 and the remaining 16,82% by the CHPS3. From 

the total amount of the electricity produced, the 24,60% is sold to the grid and the rest goes directly 

to the final user or to the electric chiller. 

 Ptvs1 Ptvs2 Pvts3 Bts Dt1 

Steam thermal energy (MWh) 30,84 30,05 13,83 62,90 0,00 

Figure 7.6. Total steam thermal energy provided by each component in Scenario 1 
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Figure 7.7. Electric node profile of Scenario 1 
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 Cooling Node 

In this last simulation the Cooling Node is the one that has more interest because here can be 

observed the effect that has a modification of the COP of the electric chiller. The electric and the 

absorption chiller modify the power supplied the same hours as CHPS2. Both provide power at 

three different levels. On one hand, when the electric price increase, the contribution of the 

absorption unit increase. The Abs provides 1905,62 kW, 1942,51 kW and 3000 kW respectively. 

On the other hand, as the electricity price increase the contribution to the cooling demand by the 

Ele decrease. The electric chiller provides 1094,98 kW, 1057,49 kW and 0 kW. If we compared 

this values with the values obtained from Scenario1 in the week simulation (1110,24 kW, 1057,49 

kW and 0 kW) it can observed that the contribution of the electric chiller is almost the same. The 

main difference is that for supplying the same power, more electricity has to be introduced to the 

Ele. For suppling a same power of 1057,49 kW, if the COP is 10 the input electric power is 

105,75kW, instead if the COP is 6 the input power is 176,24 kW.  

 

 

 Pes1 Pes2 Pes3 Pgrid 

Electric energy (MWh) 87,12 74,28 32,65 -47,73 

Figure 7.8. Total electric energy provided by each component in Scenario 1 
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Figure 7.9. Cooling node profile of Scenario 1 
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The total cooling energy generated is 72 MWh. From this total amount, the 80,60% is produced 

by the absorption unit and the other 19,40% by the electric chiller. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The total operating cost is 15611,86 €. Taking into account that a working day was modelled as 

a day 15 hours tariff F1, 3 hours tariff F2 and 6 hours tariff F3 in the first simulation and calculating 

a weighted sum with the costs obtained from the day simulations of Scenario 1 (11591 € (F1), 

15876 € (F2), 15901 € (F3)) the operating cost is 15704,1 €. Although simplifications in the price 

profiles have been done in some simulations, it can be observed that the results obtained are 

very similar, so the data obtained is valid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ele Abs 

Cooling energy (MWh) 13,97 58,03 

Figure 7.10. Total cooling energy provided by each component in Scenario 1 
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8. Conclusions 

The optimization of the plant of Cover in Novara has consisted in different aspects. The modelling 

of the plant, the creation of all the data necessary for running the simulation and the analysis of 

the results. The optimization has been an iterative process because each simulations added 

knowledge of the system. 

First of all, a modeling of the plant, including all the components of the plant and their connections, 

has been done. The main components of the plant are the CHPS that supply electric, thermal and 

steam power. All the electric power produced by them goes directly to the final user, to the electric 

chiller or is sold to the grid. If more electric power is needed it can be purchased from the grid. 

Optimaizer turn the CHPS on progressively depending on the electric demand and the electricity 

price. When the electric price is low it worth more to have only the necessary CHPS turn on in 

order cover the demand. If two CHPS are turn on and a small amount of electric power is needed 

is better to purchase it from the grid than to turn on the third CHPS. On the other hand, when the 

electric price is high enough, it worth to turn the third CHPS and sell that extra electricity to the 

grid. It has to be taken into consideration that some thermal dissipation may appear in the system 

is not able to absorb it. On the steam part, a steam boiler helps to cover the demand. The steam 

boiler is necessary in scenarios where the steam demand is high. The behavior is the opposite 

than the CHPS, when the electric price is low it provides more power that when it is high. All the 

thermal power comes from the CHPS or the heat exchanger. The heat exchanger is operating in 

those scenarios where the steam demand is low, so and excess of steam is produced. This 

excess of steam is transformed into thermal power by the heat exchanger. Thermal power is an 

input to the absorption chiller in order to produce cooling power. The other way to obtain cooling 

power is by the electric chiller.  The cooling power supplied by the electric chiller does not present 

significant variations with a modification of the COP. The absorption unit and the electric chiller 

work complementary because their combination has to provide the total cooling power. In 

scenarios where the cooling demand is low, most part of the power is supplied by the absorption 

chiller. In those where the cooling demand is higher the power supplied by each component is 

similar. 

From the economical point of view, the scenario that has the highest operating cost is scenario 2 

and the one that has the lowest is scenario 3. As all the scenarios provide a similar total power 

so the main difference in the operating cost is due to the type of power they provide. The main 

observation that has been done is a tendency of increase in the cost related to a higher demand 

of steam thermal power. Moreover, for achieving to a more optimal solution the electricity has to 

be sold when its price is higher.  

A mention to the software XEMS13 has to be done. This software has been used during all the 

optimization process. XEMS13 is a very powerful program that provides an optimal solution to 

complex energy systems. One of its great points is that allows the user to create each type of 
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system, with different components and structures. The software has a lot of potential and can be 

used in a wide range of systems. 

Summarizing, this thesis present all the work that has been done in order to understand how the 

cogeneration plant of the Cover company operates and all the optimization steps that have been 

followed in order to reach the best optimal solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 9.1. Esquematic of Scenario 1 with tariff F1 

Scenario1_F1 

 

9. Esquematics and Sankey diagrams  
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Figure 9.2. Sankey diagram of Scenario 1 with tariff F1 
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Scenario1_F2 

Figure 9.3. Esquematic of Scenario 1 with tariff F2 
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Figure 9.4 Sankey diagram of Scenario 1 with tariff F2 
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Scenario1_F3 

Figure 9.5. Esquematic of Scenario 1 with tariff F3 
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Scenario2_F1 

Figure 9.6. Sankey diagram of Scenario 1 with tariff F3 
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Figure 9.7. Esquematic of Scenario 2 with tariff F1 

 

Scenario2_F1 
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Figure 9.8. Sankey diagram of Scenario 2 with tariff F1 
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Scenario2_F2 

Figure 9.9. Esquematic of Scenario 2 with tariff F2 
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Figure 9.10. Sankey diagram of Scenario 2 with tariff F2 
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Scenario2_F3 

Figure 9.11. Esquematic of Scenario 2 with tariff F3 
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Figure 9.12. Sankey diagram of Scenario 2 with tariff F3 
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Scenario3 

Figure 9.13. Esquematic of Scenario 3  
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Scenario4 

Figure 9.14. Sankey diagram of Scenario 3  
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Figure 9.15. Esquematic of Scenario 4 
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Figure 9.16. Sankey diagram of Scenario 4 
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10.  Netlist and Scripts 

1. Netlist 

@Scheduling 
168 1 1000  
 
@Optimization 
SN ECO 
 
@Nominal System Voltage (kV) 
0.4  
 
@Dispatchable Electric Input 
0 1 Grid ReteNew 0 
 
@Dispatchable Electric Input 
0 1 CHPS CHPS_3630 1 
0 1 CHPS CHPS_3630 2 
0 1 CHPS CHPS_3630 3 
 
@Dispatchable Thermal Input 
0 1 HEx HEx_5M 0 
 
@Dispatchable Steam Input 
0 1 SBoiler SBoiler_10M_cover 0 
 
@Cooling Input 
0 1 Abs Abs_5000  
0 1 Ele EC_3.488kW  
 
@Steam Output 
0 1 Utv Uv_scenario1 
 
@Electric Output 
0 1 Ue Ue_scenario1 
 
@Cooling Output 
0 1 Uc Uc_scenario1 
 
@Electricity Price 
0 1 Cs Cs_Novara_week 
0 1 Cp Cp_Novara_week 
 
@Natural Gas Price & LHV 
0 1 Cd 0.35176 
0 1 Cnd 0.359958 
0 1 Hi 9.54 
 
@Solver 
Scip 0 
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2. price_profile 

 

def price_profile(filename): 

    f=open(filename+'.csv','w') 

    y=int(raw_input('year = ')) 

    m=int(raw_input('month = ')) 

    wd=int(raw_input('week day = ')) 

    pd=int(raw_input('progressive day = ')) 

    sw=int(raw_input('simulation weeks = ')) 

    f1=float(raw_input('price F1 (euros/MWh) = ')) 

    f2=float(raw_input('price F2 (euros/MWh) = ')) 

    f3=float(raw_input('price F3 (euros/MWh = ')) 

 

    c=1 

    for sw in range(1,sw+1): 

        for wd in range(wd,8): 

            if wd in [1,2,3,4,5]: 

                for h in range(1,25): 

                    if h in range(1,7) or h in [23,24]:  

                        line= str(y)+','+ str(m)+','+ str(wd)+','+ str(pd)+','+ 

str(c)+','+ str(f3) 

                        f.write(line+'\n') 

                    elif h in range(8,19): 

                        line= str(y)+','+ str(m)+','+ str(wd)+','+ str(pd)+','+ 

str(c)+','+ str(f1) 

                        f.write(line+'\n') 

                    elif h in range(19,23) or h==7: 

                        line= str(y)+','+ str(m)+','+ str(wd)+','+ str(pd)+','+ 

str(c)+','+ str(f2) 

                        f.write(line+'\n') 

                    c=c+1 

                     

            if wd==6: 

                for h in range(1,25): 

                    if h in range(7,23): 

                        line= str(y)+','+ str(m)+','+ str(wd)+','+ str(pd)+','+ 

str(c)+','+ str(f2) 

                        f.write(line+'\n') 

                    elif h in range(1,8) or h in [23,24]: 

                        line= str(y)+','+ str(m)+','+ str(wd)+','+ str(pd)+','+ 

str(c)+','+ str(f3) 
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                        f.write(line+'\n') 

                    c=c+1 

           if wd==7: 

                for h in range(1,25): 

                    line= str(y)+','+ str(m)+','+ str(wd)+','+ str(pd)+','+ 

str(c)+','+ str(f3) 

                    f.write(line+'\n') 

                    c=c+1  

           pd=pd+1 

    f.close() 

 

3. constant_profile 

 

def constant_profile(filename,y,m,wd,pd,sd,p): 

    f=open(filename+'.csv','w') 

    i=1 

    for sd in range(1,sd+1): 

        for i in range(i,i+24): 

            line= str(y)+','+ str(m)+','+ str(wd)+','+ str(pd)+','+ str(i)+','+ 

str(p) 

            f.write(line+'\n') 

        pd=pd+1 

        i=i+1 

        if wd<7: 

            wd=wd+1 

        elif wd==7: 

            wd=1 

        if i>30*24*m: 

            m=m+1 

    f.close() 

 

4. create_scenario 

import constant_profile 

def create_scenario(number): 

    y=int(raw_input('year = ')) 

    m=int(raw_input('month = ')) 

    wd=int(raw_input('week day = ')) 

    pd=int(raw_input('progressive day = ')) 

    sd=int(raw_input('simulation_days = ')) 

    pe=int(raw_input('electric power (kW) = ')) 

    st=int(raw_input('steam flow (t/h) = ')) 
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    cw=int(raw_input('cold water power (kW) = ')) 

 

    number=str(number) 

    

    for profile in range(0,3): 

        if profile==0: 

           p=pe 

          constant_profile.constant_profile('Ue_scenario'+number,y,m,wd,pd,sd,p) 

        elif profile==1: 

          p=st*1000*0.71676 

          constant_profile.constant_profile('Uv_scenario'+number,y,m,wd,pd,sd,p) 

        elif profile==2: 

           p=cw 

          constant_profile.constant_profile('Uc_scenario'+number,y,m,wd,pd,sd,p)   
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